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Espronceda, Center for Art & Culture and Piero Atchugarry gallery, are proud to present

the first solo show in Barcelona of the Uruguayan artist Verónica Vázquez.

The  exhibition  “Téchné  H.H”  of  Verónica  Vázquez  held  at  the  “Centro  de  Arte

Esproncenda”  of  Barcelona  is  a  humanistic  melody,  where  the  works  arise  from

elements conceptualise and man-made.

The Greek word  Téchné means both tech and art.  The works  of  Verónica Vázquez

nourished by this ambivalence. The artist creates her works by exploiting the scarp of

objects, machines and artificial materials and combining them with human codes. She

finds a way of matching them using three-dimensional structures that draw and show

other realities, functions and emotions.

We live in the digital era, actually 5.0, dominated by a very sophisticated logic way of

thinking where our reality perception pass through a shining and high-quality display.

However,  Verónica wants  to  propose an era of humans with humans  Humanos con

Humanos, H.H. 

The spectator is led to feel the work of art in a holistic way: human rationality would

drive him to find out the origin of the different pieces, but those have already lost their

original functions. As a sap of a tree, the artist absorbs and mixes them, thus, feeding

new and green leaves. 



Those pieces may belong to a complex hardware, a circuit offered to our thought, a

human software. The process of artistic creation enlightens us as an open code that our

eyes try to rewrite; our senses get emotional e finally, as spectators, we could arrive to

an “emotional A. I”.

For Vázquez one of the most important artistic reference is Gertrud Goldschmidt, with

whom she shares concepts as line, space and grid. In her works we could clearly see her

universe and expressive language, from poetic composition, resonance of materials to a

new language,  though,  carrying the image to  the extreme,  we could say that  it  is  a

sophisticated motherboard. 

The work of Verónica Vázquez finds its  origins in Barcelona,  with artists that have

marked the personality and sensibility of the city, from the poetic compositions of Joan

Brossa, to the pictorial collages of Antoni Tàpies, through the process of accumulation

and ordering by Ignasi Aballí.  In addition, it  connects with a new generation of city

artists who reuse waste of objects and materials to create the works like David Bestué,

Patricia Dauder and Jordi Mitjà.

The artist proposes a return to humanity that leads us to reflect on our contemporaneity,

on  how  technology  transforms  and  destroys  nature  and  on  how  the  consumerism

generates more and more waste.  However,  the new contemporary initiatives want to

return to a circular economy, which is an intrinsic concept in Verónica's work.

Téchné H.H, offers us that experience, that reflection and melodic energy in the "Centro

Espronceda" of Barcelona.


